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1. An uncertain future: optimism vs pessimism

2. What are the current policy priorities?

3. Mitigating uncertainties through policy:

• Review of energy costs

• Energy security

• Managing the risks of Brexit

Energy policy priorities
for an uncertain future



No shortage of uncertainty



Some reasons for optimism
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‘The carbon targets need to be met, whilst 
concurrently ensuring security of supplies of energy, 
in the most cost-effective way …

The specific aim of this review is to report and make 
recommendations on how these objectives can be met 
in the power sector at minimum cost and without 
imposing further costs on the exchequer’

Terms of Reference, Cost of Energy review, Aug 2017 
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Central role for energy efficiency

Gas use

Electricity use

2004 2015

-27%

-13%
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Source: UKERC and CIED (2017)



Innovation & technology cost reductions
Global trends

Source: IEA World Energy Outlook (2016)
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UKERC evidence review on costs and impacts of 
intermittency (2016 update):

▪At 30% share of intermittent renewables, UK-relevant 
balancing and reliability costs less than £10/MWh

▪As the costs of renewables fall, system costs will 
become increasingly important

▪Range of forecast integration costs very wide: costs for 
flexible electricity systems likely to be relatively modest

▪Policy, regulation and markets should reward flexibility. 
If not, costs may be much higher than they need to be
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‘The Commission’s 
central finding is that 
smart power –
principally built around 
three innovations, 
interconnection, 
storage, and demand 
flexibility – could save 
consumers up to £8 
billion a year by 2030’



Source:
Global Energy 
Assessment

What role for R,D&D?



2. Economic incentives and carbon 

pricing
What role for R,D&D?
New innovation takes time

Source: UKERC / CCC



What role for R,D&D?
UK spending reported to IEA

Source: IEA

UK Mission Innovation pledge: 
Double spend from £200m to 
£400m/year by 2020
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However: 

• Security shouldn’t 
be measured using 
one indicator

• Imports and 
interconnection can 
strengthen security 
and resilience

• Security risks will 
change as the low 
carbon transition 
progresses

UK net import dependency (BEIS, 2017)

Traditional framings of energy 
security making a comeback?



Energy security: the case of gas

• Import dependency has risen

• But, so has diversity and 
investment in infrastructure

• Demand has fallen sharply

• Lack of gas storage may be a 
more significant risk

• Security of demand becomes 
more important over time?

Source: National Grid FES 2017
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Strong UK-EU27 energy cooperation would benefit UK, 
EU27 and wider region – particularly for electricity

Final / transitional deal needs to address key areas, e.g.

▪Maintaining Single Electricity Market across Ireland

▪ Benefits from interconnectors & market coupling

▪Mitigating potential negative impacts of ‘Brexatom’ to avoid 
safety and non-proliferation problems

Domestic action will be needed too, e.g.

▪ Ensuring that energy & climate investment and R&D funding 
are at least comparable to current EU funding

▪ Deciding whether to remain within the EU emissions trading 
scheme or replace with domestic ETS / carbon tax

Source: UKERC and Chatham House (2017)
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Thanks

http://www.ukerc.ac.uk

@UKERCHQ   @watsonjim2


